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ABSTRACT 

This study assessed the determinants the buying behaviors of Yokohama tires among 

retail customers in Dar es Salaam region. The study area was in Diamond Motors’ 

Ltd (DML), and the total of 115 respondents, 25 selected dealers who are selling 

Yokohama tires,20 Diamond Motors Ltd staffs and 70 individual customers 

responded. Being one of the quality brand of tire in the world, it doesn’t seem to do 

well in the Tanzania market, this study particularly sought to identify the influence of 

pricing of Yokohama tires; to examine the effect of quality of Yokohama tires and; to 

assess the effect of Yokohama tire availability on customers’ buying behavior among 

retail customers in Dar es Salaam region. 

 

A convenient research method was employed in this dissertation, and primary and 

secondary data were collected. Structured questionnaires and interview were 

particularly used in data collection. The study included 115 respondents to the 

determining of factors of customers’ buying behavior of Yokohama tires in Dar es 

Salaam. 

 

In this study the researcher found out that, 63% of the respondents agreed that 

Yokohama tires are expensive, 91% of the respondents admitted that the quality of 

Yokohama tires is being appreciated by customers; whereas 69% of the respondents 

admitted that Yokohama tires are not easily available in the market. 

 

The findings further revealed that, distributor, dealers and consumers all know the 

importance of making correct decision on which tire they would prefer. Lack of 

proper advertisement hinders the chances of Yokohama Tires to excel in the current 

market. Moreover, despite the quality Yokohama tires possess; the price and 

availability seems a stumbling block such that it is recommended for distributor to 

take action and find a way out so that Yokohama tires are available in the market at 

an affordable cost to all kind of customers.  
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CHAPTER ONE 

 

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY 

 

1.1 Introduction 

In this world of today, global markets trend, during the evaluation process, the 

customer is able to rank brands and then move in to purchase intentions. Given the 

stiff competition in the automotive industry, customer’s buying behavior is not 

always easy to earn. This study investigated the determinants of customers’ buying 

behavior of Yokohama tires among retail customers in Dar es Salaam Region. The 

study utilizes three indicators, namely: pricing of the product (Yokohama tires); 

quality of the product; as well as promotion of the product. This study is comprised of 

the following sections; background of the study, problem statement, objectives of the 

research, study questions, the scope of the study as well as conceptual framework. 

 

1.2  Background to the Problem 

Customers normally prefer to purchase high quality goods and look on to other 

unpredictable factors based on their situation and expected income of the customer, 

price and benefits of those particular products (Kotler’s, 2008). The effective 

marketing mix can take organization towards their objectives and also improve their 

performance in both short and long term. An effective marketing strategy should be 

able to direct the organization where they want to be in both short and long term basis 

that is why is said marketing is always and will always be a continuous process. 

Marketing strategy can be defined as a strategy that is used by an organization to 

differentiate themselves from its competitors using its unique strength to improve 

customer satisfaction towards their products and services (Daniel, 2018). 

 

Historically, European and Japanese Tires Manufacturers have had a monopoly over 

the African markets for years. Most of their brands were actually top selling tires in 

many countries in Africa (www.africa-business.com). However, in recent years, 

European and Japanese Tires firms are beginning to lose the market they have had for 

years to Chinese and other Asian sources, many emerging brands in many emerging 

http://www.africa-business.com/
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markets not only in Africa but also in the world (Micky, 2016). Due to price 

sensitivity of many countries in Africa markets, they prefer to import low-priced 

Chinese tires over the expensive European and Japanese tires. This has resulted in 

Chins being a leading exporter to many countries in the African tire markets 

including Tanzania in recent years. 

 

Consumer behavior shift can be very much influenced by marketing strategies 

employed by a company. Consumer purchasing behavior is regarded as a multi-step 

basic leadership process where individuals partake in it and furthermore incorporates 

the move purchasers make to fulfill their necessities and needs in the commercial 

center. Purchasing is tied in with getting required products and services from a seller. 

However, present day customers buy items to reward themselves to satisfy 

psychological needs. Modern consumers buy things to flaunt their identity or to help 

their self-regard. Obtained things have turned into an insistence of the mind (Keller, 

Aperia&Georgeson, 2014). Retailers need to change keeping in mind the end goal to 

suit their shopping behavior in this time of modernized world.   

 

It is no longer enough to see a consumer only as a rational person who makes 

decisions. It is always never enough to feel that the customer behaves in a way that 

bodes well from an economic perspective (Pooler, 2016). Purchasing is a type of self-

articulation where individuals characterize themselves through their buys. How they 

buy, where and what they purchase fill the needs of giving individuals a chance to 

express their wants, needs and identities. Purchasing gives individuals, a feeling of 

achievement. For some it gives a sense of life, a reason, self-esteem and capacity. The 

fruitful customer feels an impression of fulfillment execution and satisfaction. 

Looking for enthusiastic and mental reasons has turned into a new mantra of current 

society (Keller, Aperia&Georgeson, 2014). 

 

Customer buying behavior is the action an individual makes in obtaining and utilizing 

goods and services, which include the psychological and social procedures that go 

before and after these activities. Foreseeing and the understanding of customer 

behavior are some of the biggest difficulties in business (Tafier, 2014). 
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In this world of close competition and dynamism, all organizations in the world are 

turning their focus on the customer. Earlier on, there was a seller market since goods 

and services were in short supply and the seller used to dictate things. But after the 

initiation of globalization era, there has been a total transformation in the way 

customer is being perceived. In today’s business is directing their efforts in retaining 

their customers and customer base.  

 

The focus has shifted towards three important business elements of people, service 

and marketing. A customer can make or break in the company. It is the responsibility 

of all companies to see that all its customers are being served equally and with high 

quality product and at the right price. One missing element in quality or price may 

lead to a customer being dissatisfied and try to look for other options in the market 

and even try to influence other customers to walk away too. Researchers have given 

some light on some important aspects of customers’ retention; it has been proved 

empirically that acquiring a new customer can be costlier five times more than the 

cost of retaining an existing customer. 

 

Automobile tires are product class in which tires customers are more value oriented 

and associate themselves with intense perceived risk in such a way that the risk of 

failure is well minimized. The scenario in tire business that prevail and categorically 

the product itself has created this important value sensitivity to the customers and the 

market at large. Hence it is actually very essential to know and understand the market 

paradigm shift and find a way to improve knowledge of marketing in a way 

customer’s mindset is being changed to counter stiff challenge. On the other hand, the 

market propensity is to be measured bearing in mind the current business landscape to 

come up with appealing and friendly marketing strategies to bridge firm’s offerings 

and customer needs(www.sfsu.edu) 

 

Just like any other product, Tires may all look the same, but just as there can be 

dramatic differences in their performance, there can be variations in the tire-buying 

experience (Bartlett, 2019). There is a significant disparity between impressions and 

http://www.sfsu.edu/
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perceptions of tire-buying and the actual experience, consumer perceive purchasing 

tires to be a very difficult, stressful and intimidating process (Hojnacki et al., 2017). 

The study of consumer buying behavior, gives data about customer and his/her 

utilization designs. An association can keep on surviving on the off chance that can 

supply buyer’s need and requests with a far-reaching comprehension. It demonstrates 

the significance of understanding the customer’s behavior.  

 

This requires understanding of buyer’s behavior which is not so basic. Clients may 

not know their own particular more profound internal inspiration, or they may 

respond to influencing factors ultimately and basically alter their opinion. In any case, 

advertisers ought to think about their clients' solicitations, admissions and purchasing 

practices (Kotler’s, 2010). 

 

1.3 Statement of the Problem 

With regards to tires, this continent of Africa is growing fast as global tires market, 

for global tires industry. In recent years, there is a rapid growth of middle class in 

many countries in this African continent, has sparked demand for automobiles to an 

all-time high and creating a growing market for all kind of tires from passengers, off 

the road, industrial tires, agricultural tires, trucks and buses tires also motorcycle tires 

(www.africa-business.com).In East Africa, the tire business is undergoing a major 

transformation; the demand and supply equilibrium has been disturbed by the recent 

global economic crisis which continues to have a significant impact on the tire 

industry in East Africa.It has further posed a stiff competition between tire 

manufacturers from across the world, which are seeking to gain a major share in the 

market particularly in the new imaging African markets, Tanzania being one of them. 

 

The influx of Chinese tires in Tanzania has shifted customers focus from pervious so 

called famous European and Japanese brands and led them to rethink before making 

the final decision to buy tires.Several factors such as brand, price promotion, 

availability, quality aspects of the tires, durability, individual’s income among other, 

social-cultural factors, have completely affected customers’ perception and behavior 

http://www.africa-business.com/
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towards buying tires, and have the customer remembering the ultimate objective to 

ensure strong high ground (Khachaturian &Morganosky, 2010).  Customer buying 

behavior means more than just how an individual purchase a product. It incorporates 

understanding the course of action of decisions (what, Why, right when, how much 

and how frequently) (Hoyer, 2014). Tires like any other product in Tanzania are no 

special case on the grounds that each potential customer needs to think about different 

factors such as price, brands, quality and promotion among others. In fact, very little 

is known about consumers’ tire-buying habits, their attitudes and perceptions.  

 

The study conducted by Integrated Waste Management Board (IWMB-2003) 

indicated that when considering where to purchase new tires, consumers reported that 

they considered the place where they could get the best price, the convenience of a 

dealer location, and the recommendation of family and friends. A few numbers of 

customers are willing to pay higher prices to get the tires they want. It is unsurprising 

that a few customers are worried that lower price means low quality (IWMB, 2003). 

New players in the markets who are capable of offering lower price to consumer have 

greater chance of success (Dhanalakshmi,2007). 

 

Though it is very well understood here in Tanzania that price, however, is 

inescapably linked to the overall discussion of many products, tires being one of 

them. Qualities/characteristics also come around the discussion before the purchase 

decision is finally made.  From the Tanzania market experience, though no official 

study has been done yet, informal survey on individual customers show that Chinese 

tires are taking the leading role in the market as compared to other European and 

Japanese Tires.However, it is not clear of what is really driving this customers’ shift. 

This is what grounded the researcher’s motivation for the study to analyze the factors 

influencing customer decision to buy Tires in Tanzania,mainly drawing from 

passenger car Tires. 
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1.4 Objectives of the Study 

1.4.1 Main Objective 

The main objective was to investigate the determinants of consumers’ buying 

behavior of Yokohama tires among retail customers in Dar es Salaam region 

 

1.4.2 Specific Objectives 

i. To identify the influence of price of Yokohama tires in consumers’ 

buying behavior among retail customers in Dar es Salaam region. 

ii. To examine quality of Yokohama tires on consumers’ buying behavior 

among retail customers in Dar es Salaam region. 

iii. To assess the tire availability on consumers’ buying behavior among 

retail customers in Dar es Salaam region. 

 

1.5 Research Questions  

i. Is price of Yokohama tires a significant determinant of consumers’ 

buying behavior among retail customers in Dar es Salaam region? 

ii. Is quality of Yokohama tires a significant determinant of consumers’ 

buying behavior among retail customers in Dar es Salaam region? 

iii. Is the availability of Yokohama tires a significant determinant of 

consumers’ of buying behavior among retail? 

 

1.6 Significance of the Study 

Policy Implication 

The study has a contribution to formulating strategic plans to minimize challenges 

associated with tire purchasing decision so as to ensure that customers get constant 

quality supply of tires for their individuals/organizations use in Tanzania. The 

findings from this study may also be useful to Organizational managers, through 

planning for on-job training of effective buy of tires what will prioritize customers 

need hence improve their sales and customer retention. 
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Academic Contribution 

The focus of this study is to analyze factors influencing customers’ decision to buy 

tires. Therefore, there wasa need to conduct this research in order to determine the 

magnitude of the problem of tires purchasing process. Findings from this study 

maybe as reference to other scholars and researchers for further knowledge searching 

process. This study provides a framework that may help to further explore the concept 

of tires buying decision process and approaches to individuals and organizations. 

  

Practical Relevance 

Analyzing the factors that help customers’ decision in buying tires will help not only 

customers but also employees and executives for the cost-effective running of tires 

business. This will surely help tires stockpile up and also helps to understand what 

exactly needed in the market. 

 

1.7 Scope of this study 

This research provides analysis on the factors influencing customers’ decision to buy 

tires. This is the useful tool towards organizational/individual tires buying/selling 

process that optimizes cost and safety aspects, right through from retail stores, dealers 

and companies. This study is limited to tires buying decision. As such, the logistics 

management part of tires is not part of this study. 

 

1.8 Study Limitations 

This study was limited to tyre customers and dealers in Dar es Salaam, because of 

accessibility. The study was also limited by time frame set in the university almanac. 

All accomplishments of this study are a researcher self-financed. Given the coverage 

of the study, it was difficult to extend the study into a desired coverage because of the 

financial constraints.The researcher tried to explore the influence she has with 

Yokohama tires dealers in Dar es Salaam to meet with individual customers who 

were coming along in the shop to buy tires and since Dar es Salaam is a business 

center in Tanzania all set of customers were easy to access and hence helped the 

researcher to collect data in the shortest possible time. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1 Introduction 

This part of the chapter discusses the review of the literature as presented by other 

different researchers and authors in this field of customers’ buying decision process. 

Sections presented in this part include, the buying decision concept, theory of needs, 

factors to the influence of buying decision of final customer and the conceptual 

framework of the study. 

 

2.2 Tires Industry structure, terminologies and trend 

The tire industry is international and driven by competition. The majority of OE and 

replacement tires sold in USA are produced by several large domestic and foreign 

manufacturers, all operating internationally, including Michelin (France), Goodyear 

and Cooper all from USA, Bridgestone/Firestone, Toyo, Yokohamaand Sumitomo all 

from Japan,Kumho and Hankook form South Korea, Pirelli (Italy), Continental 

(Germany). Potentially adding to the competitive mix in the replacement market is 

the growing number of passenger tires produced by companies in China, Taiwan, 

India and other industrializing countries (Modern tire dealer, (2006). 

 

Tire manufacturers supply the two distinct though related markets, OE and 

replacement markets. Automobile manufacturers buy in a large volume that gives 

them an edge over tire prices and specifications. They demand tires with 

characteristics that match their vehicle design, marketing strategies and production 

schedules. In turn, OE orders allow tire companies to keep their production operations 

at efficient volumes. The OE business also helps generate future sales of replacement 

tires. Linking its tire lines with a specific vehicle make and model, a tire company can 

draw on the brand loyalty of motorists. Because as estimated four times as many as 

replacement tires as OE tires are sold, such brand loyalty can be valuable to the tire 

manufacturers. Normally air-filled tires are used on diverse as vehicles, airplanes, 
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bicycles, tractors and race cars. Accordingly, they encompass a wide range of sizes, 

designs, materials and construction type. All these tires have structural elements that 

are common to all tires such as the casing, bead and tread band. 

 

2.2.1 The casing 

Also called carcass, it is the structural frame of the tire. It is usually consisting of 

directionally oriented cords banded together by rubber into layers, called plies which 

the tire strength and stiffness while retaining its flexibility. The total number of plies 

is obtained the number of plies is determined by the type of tire, its size, pressure 

inflated and the intended application of the tire. 

 

2.2.2  The beads 

These are hoops pressed against the flange of the rim by inflating pressure on it, and 

making the tire seat firmly on the rim. 

 

2.2.3 The tread 

This is actually the thick band of rubber encircling the tire that forms the tire surface 

from its crown to tire shoulders. The thread is the only part of the tire that comes in 

contact with the road surface during normal driving. 

 

Most of the passenger cars tires have the grooves that start out 9/32 to 13/32 inch 

deep. Tires are normally considered worn out and need replacement on when has 2/32 

inch tread remains. 
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Figure 2. 1: Passenger tire sidewall information and major dimensions 

(www.tyreguides.com) 

 

 
 

Table 2. 1: Passenger cars tires size popularity, 2005 

OE Tire Size % Total OE Tire 
Shipped 

Replacement Tire 
size 

% Total 
Replacement Tires 
Shipped 

P215/60R16 6 P232/60/R16 6.4 
P205/65/R15 5.2 P235/75/R15 6 
P265/70/R17 5 P205/65/R15 4.7 
P245/65/R17 4.6 P215/70/R15 4 
P235/70/R16 4.3 P205/70/R15 3.7 
P195/60/R15 3.5 P195/65/R15 3.4 
P245/70/R17 3.2 P185/65/R14 3.1 
P205/60/R16 3 P195/60/R15 2.7 
P225/60/R17 2.8 P195/70/R14 2.7 
P265/65/R17 2.6 P205/55/R16 2.4 

Source: Modern tire dealer (2006) 

 

2.3 Theoretical literature review on Consumer Decision Making 

This study will be focused on two theories, consumer buying decision and marketing 

mix theory.  

 

http://www.tyreguides.com/
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2.3.1 Consumer Buying Decision 

Several ways have been pointed out into explaining factors that affects buying 

decision of the final consumers. Most researchers examined these factors that affects 

buying decisions of the customers and associated them in term of demography and 

economic factors in the socio perspective. However, factors such as attitude and 

behavior are also highlighted as important determinants of brand proneness than 

demographic and socio-economic factors (Balts, 1997). 

 

Consumer previous buying knowledge and experience has greater impact to process 

brand, but it does depend on the weight of customer’s previous knowledge and 

cognitive ability (Bettman, J.R & Park ,1990). 

 

Other researcher also proved that perceptions of quality and products have an impact 

on influencing individuals purchasing behavior prior to demographic, psychological 

and shopping behavior (Szymanski& Busch ,1997). 

 

According to Evans J.R and Bermann(2004), buying decision is the selection of the 

best alternative in which a consumer is ready to pay for, to make an exchange of 

money and product or services; this means that a customer is willing to give money to 

the seller to get the products or services he/she wants. 

 

The consumer behavior study involves how an individual or group, select, purchase, 

dispose or use products or services ideas or experience to satisfy their needs and 

desires (Paul & Jerry 2005). Further explained that, the consumer environment also 

influences how the consumer feels considers and act towards buying products. The 

environmental features are for example comments taken from other customers, 

advertising, packaging, pricing and product appearance; all have significant influence 

(Paul & Jerry 2005).  

 

To choose a store for certain products and then go there is somewhat difficult to 

choose and observe directly. Whereas different sets of behavior can be measured 

which include shopping pattern in stores. This type of measurement is difficult. The 
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analysis of behavior can be done in different ways like by offering a lower price, 

better service and good quality (Papanastassiu& Rouhani (2006).The consumer 

behavior mainly sheds light on how consumer decides to spend their various 

resources like time and money on various products so as to meet their needs and 

wants(www.ukdis.com) 

 

Consumer behavior encompasses study of what, when, why, how and where the 

consumer will buy their products. It focuses mainly on how often the customer 

evaluates the products after they purchase and how that affect the evaluation on their 

future purchase (Schiffman, 2008). 

 

To give example on how customer behavior evolves during a purchase of a handset, 

he/she will start by recognizing his/her need for the type of a handset he/she is 

looking for. Then he/she gets into an information collecting and processing phase 

including brand choice, model, price etc., then analysis stage where a customer makes 

up his/her mind on which brand to go for, he/she chooses Samsung Galaxy A30, then 

the consumer proceeds and purchase the phone. In the next stage once the purchase is 

done and complete, the customer does the evaluation process on the performance of 

the phone against what was expected before the purchase. In this stage the consumer 

will understand if it he/she is satisfied or not satisfied. This clearly shows that the 

study of consumer behaviour does involve a lot of things. 

 

Table 2.2: KOTLER’S CONSUMER BUYING BEHAVIOUR MATRIX, 2005 

 High Involvement Low Involvement 
Significance differences between 
brands 

Complex-buying behavior  
Variety-seeking buying 
behavior 

A few differences between brands Dissonance-reducing buying 
behavior 

Habitual-buying behavior 

Source: Kotler(2005) 

 

http://www.ukdis.com/
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2.3.1.1 A Complex-Buying behavior  

Complex behaviour can be defined when consumers are highly involved for making a 

purchase decision. Complex buying behaviour calls for high level of involvement on 

the part of the consumer. In the case when customer is highly involved, customer can 

distinguish salient features among the competing brands in the market. Usually 

customers are involved highly when there is a potential of significant investment and 

the product is highly self-expressive. The consumer engages in extensive information 

to search and to learn about product category so as to be able to make a good 

purchase decision. For instance, when a customer decides to purchase a car, he will 

be seeking important information on the available brands and make a comparison 

before making up his mind (Mohamed et al 2010) 

 

2.3.1.2 Dissonance-reducing buying behavior 

In dissonance-reducing buying behaviour, the level of consumer involvement is also 

high. Consumers typically undergo dissonance-reducing buying behaviour in case of 

costly and occasional purchase. In this type of consumer behaviour, the consumer 

finds it difficult to differentiate among the brands.  For example, consumer buying a 

set of wall curtains may come across of dissonance reducing buying behaviour as 

carpets are normally expensive and self-expressive. In this case, a consumer may 

deem most of the available wall curtains brands in the market within a certain price 

range to be of the same quality. Consumer may respond primarily to a relatively 

better price. After the purchase, the consumer might experience post purchase 

dissonance (after sales discomfort) (Kotler’s&Armstrong, 2008) 

 

2.3.1.3  Habitual-buying Behavior 

In case of habitual buying behaviour, consumers’ level of involvement is low. This 

shows customers do not search enough information on the available brands. And they 

don’t find significant differences among the brands. An example of low involvement 

product is toothpaste. Customer involvement is this kind of product is very low. In 

case of habitual buying behavior, consumers merely go to the store to buy the product 

without a high level of involvement. If the consumers keep buying for the same brand 
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repeatedly, it becomes their habit. This may look like the consumer has developed a 

brand loyalty for that particular brand, or rather they do buy product out of habit. 

Consumers are usually lowly involved when the product is cheap (Kotler’s, 2008). 

The level of consumer’s involvement is also low in case of products that are 

frequently purchased. Consumer do not usually seek information much pertaining to 

available brands before making purchase decision.  

 

The consumer doesn’t assess different attributes of the available brands and make 

purchase decision as to which brand to buy. Consumers glean information relating to 

various brands and their attributes through watching television or reading newspapers 

(Kotler, 2008). 

 

2.3.1.4  Variety-Seeking Buying behavior 

In case of variety seeking buying behaviour the level of consumer involvement is 

low, but consumer perceives significant differences among the brands. In variety 

seeking buying behaviour, consumers very often switch from one brand to another. 

As an example, we can think of confectionary, consumer might have beliefs about a 

brand and choose a brand without much evaluation. Customer usually evaluate the 

product when consuming it. But when the consumer goes shopping next time, he or 

she may go for another brand either because of boredom or simply to test a different 

brand. Brand switching happens not because of the consumer dissatisfaction but 

because of variety. (Kotler, 2005). 

 

2.3.1.5 Quality Perceived 

Customers usually look for products based on the quality it possesses and features 

that will be able to satisfy their needs (Cronin & Taylor (2012). Tires are not only a 

means to facilitate transport but also have to have an emphasis on safety features, tire 

durability and among other important features. Quality emphasis has taken charge and 

have conspired against what is being described as the neglected frontier of quality, an 

outside in perspective driven through the perception of customer which is centered 

into quality by intrinsically dealing the voice of consumer (Parasuraman et al, (2006)  
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The element of customer’s quality perception has its own unique definition and form 

of measurement. It is usually subjective, and the perceived level of value reported by 

consumer who benefits from its outcome. Perceived quality is in the mind of the 

believer and is a poor offspring because our methods of today are all focusing 

attention on the business and not customer outside of the business. In recent years, 

perceived quality has been the subject of consideration by both practitioners and 

researchers particularly in service marketing (Cronin & Taylor, (2012). 

 

However, work that integrates with the role of perceived quality within the context of 

other marketing variables like product involvement, consumer satisfaction and 

purchase intentions has received less attention (Aaker, (2011). 

The belief that high perceived quality leads to repeated buy is very crucial to any 

business. Achieving perceptions of quality is close to impossible in Tanzania, unless 

the quality claim has substance. Generating high quality requires an understanding of 

what quality is to customer segments, as well as a supportive culture and a quality 

improvement process that will enable the organization to deliver quality products and 

services. 

 

Creating a quality product or service is only a partial victory, perceptions must be 

created as well. Perception on quality may differ from the real quality for several 

reasons. Consumers may be overly influence by a previous image of poor quality. 

Because of this they may not believe in new claims, or they may not be willing to 

take time to verify them. Thus, it is critical to protecting a brand from gaining a 

reputation for a shoddy quality from which recovery is difficult and sometimes 

impossible (Parasuraman et al, 2006) 

 

Consumer rarely has all the information necessary to make rational judgment on 

quality and even if he/she has the information, they may probably lack the time 

required and motivation to process it. As a result, they rely on one or cues that 

associated with quality, the key to influencing perceived quality is to understand and 

manage these cues properly. It is important to understand the little things that 
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consumers use as the basis for making judgment of quality (Parasuraman et al 2016). 

Similar to brand awareness, perceived quality is determined by a number of factors, 

to be more specific perceived quality is further classified as product and service 

quality. 

 

In product quality there are seven dimensions which affects consumers’ perception, 

this include performance, features, conformance with specifications, reliability, 

durability and serviceability as well as fit and finish (Aaker, 2011). 

 

Aaker (2011) further describes service quality as being judged by its corresponding 

tangibles, reliability, competence, responsiveness and empathy. As mentioned by 

Srikatamoyo and Gnoth (2012), consumers are inclined to develop stereotypical 

beliefs about the products from specific countries over other countries (Papadopoulos 

et al, 2011). 

 

2.3.1.6 Level of Income 

One’s pay is also termed as a determinant of their buying behaviour. The gross 

individual pay of a person includes extra cash and optional pay. The disposable 

individual wages propose the honest actual pay (i.e. cash change) staying at the 

trading of a man coming about to deducting charges and obligatory deductible things 

from the gross pa (Lawson et al, 2016) 

 

An augment in the discretionary wage prompts an improvement in the use on the 

different things. However, a fall in the extra cash obviously prompts a fall in the use 

of different things. The optional individual’s wage suggests the change coming about 

to meeting essential necessaries of life.This remuneration is open for the buy of 

shopping stocks, strong things and over abundances (Assael, 2014). An expansion in 

the optional pay prompts a growth on individual’s spending on shopping things, 

extravagances and so on which redesigns the way of a person’s life. Family wage 

suggests the total pay of the great number of individuals from a family;a family pays 

directly the buying conduct of that particular family (Kotler, 2010). 
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Taylor (2011), explain that a lessening in pay shifts buying conduct from purchasing 

typical products to second rate merchandise. Mogridge (2009) places that the 

fundamental basic 23 ideas with regards to purchaser conduct is that the normal 

individual of a given pay level is probably going to spend a given amount of cash on 

the buy of autos and their accessories. He, consequently, proceeds to contend that 

there is a capacity which gives, for each wage level, and in addition the average 

expenditure on a car purchase. Recent studies in this area have also demonstrated that 

there is a positive connection between salary levels and vehicles and its accessories 

by choices by people (Feng, Wang & Zeng, 2011). For instance, an investigation 

directed by Nagai, Fukuda,Okada and Hashino(2013), uncovered that two and four 

wheeled vehicles possession in Thailand depends to a great deal on the wage levels of 

individuals. In another comparative examination Diaz-Olvera, Plat and Pochet (2008) 

and Blumenberg and Pierce (2012) set up that salary or absence of it impacts how a 

family buys their method of transportation and additionally the manner by which 

people travel. They, accordingly, are of the sentiment that for sure low-salary families 

are more averse to possess autos (Rahman, 2011) and more inclined to movement by 

different methods of transportation other than motor vehicle. This, along these lines, 

implies that the wage level of an individual has a positive connection with purchasing 

choice. It likewise implies that people who have a high pay are probably going to 

purchase costly items.  

 

2.3.1.7 Social-Cultural Factors Affecting Consumer Purchase Decisions Family 

A family is termed as the most imperative purchasing association in the public eye, 

and it constitutes the most compelling social factor that impacts customer conduct 

(Kotler, 2010). It is a gathering of at least two blood related people, marriage or 

reception and living together as family (Lawson et al, 2016). A family being a pivotal 

basic leadership structure, the communication between relatives is probably going to 

be more critical than those of littler gatherings, for example, companions or associates 

(Lee & Marshall, 2014). Family impact includes activities by relatives that have any 

kind of effect amid the choice procedure. Two noteworthy sorts of impact have been 

distinguished: the immediate impact which is constructing specifically with respect to 
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the chief's own needs and aberrant impact in which the leader considers other 

relatives’ needs in a roundabout way (Beatty &Talpade, 2014).  Family structure 

determines the power, duties, exercises, and part desires for every part. Family 

structures are additionally changing step by step settling on family buy choice 

examples not the same as previously. Advertisers must be touchy to these 

progressions and the way they impact family buy choices and utilization exercises 

(Lawson et al, 2016). Advertisers need to comprehend the idea of the family's impact 

on its individuals and the manner by which buy choices are made by the relatives.  

 

Reference Groups  

Aside from the family, we have reference groups which fill in as a state of correlation 

for an individual educating either broad or particular qualities, dispositions or conduct 

(Auma, 2014). They are individuals to whom an individual look as a reason for self-

examination or as a wellspring of individual measures (Schiffmann&Kanuk, 2010). 

Kibera and Waruingi (2014), take a note of that reference group fill in as a model for 

a person’s conduct and as an edge of reference for basic leadership. Antonides and 

Vanraaj (2014) characterize a reference assemble as a gathering of individuals that 

alludes to for examination when making judgments about his or her own conditions, 

dispositions and conduct.   

 

Consumers are influenced by word-of-mouth communication between group 

members especially those considered as opinion leaders (Assael, 2014). These can 

have either a direct or an indirect influence on a person’s attitudes.  One can, 

therefore, belong to membership group, which can either be primary (e.g.family, 

friends, neighbors and colleagues) or a secondary group (e.g. religious, professional 

and trade union groups). There is also the inspirational reference group, which is 

usually composed of idealized figures such as successful businesspeople, athletes 

who consumers look up to. Reference groups expose a person to a new behavior and 

also different lifestyle.  
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They influence attitudes and self-concept and create a certain conformity that may at 

some point affect actual brand choices. Finally, also roles and status reflect an 

individual’s position in different groups, family, clubs and organization. A role 

consists of activities a person is expected to perform according to the people close 

and around him while status is particularly measured with respect to an individual’s 

wealth (i.e. value of economics assets), power (influence over others) and prestige the 

degree of recognition received from others (Schiffman&Kanuk, 2010).  Each role 

carries a status that reflects the esteem attached to it by a society. A managing 

director may drive a Mercedes Benz while a middle level manager may drive a 

Nissan Sunny. This will surely have direct impact on the kind of tires they will 

purchase each one of them. Human social orders display social stratification which in 

some cases appears to be a position framework where individuals from the distinctive 

rank framework is raised for certain specific parts and cannot change their standing 

participation (Kotler, 2010). 

 

More often it appears as social classes, which allude to an open total of individuals 

with comparable social positioning (Kibera&Waruingi, 2014). They are characterized 

by expansive purchaser groupings as indicated by its level of esteem and power in a 

general public. The definitions can be by wage, occupation, and training, where the 

most widely recognized approach to sort social classes is upper, upper middle, lower 

middle and lower categories (Assael, 2014). As per Kohn et al (2010) occupation is a 

decent indicator of social class. It is the best single indicator of social class and 

frequently adequate to appraise a family’s class. It is not so much the status which 

influences the demeanors and conduct, as the work itself. Higher status occupations 

are characterized as far as proprietorship, control of the methods for generation and 

control over the work intensity of others. Training is identified with a certain social 

class, since it is associated with an occupation, yet there are conducts suggested for 

instructions that go past this relationship. Training influences shopper data handling 

and basic leadership.  
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This is valid, to some extent since more instructed purchasers tend to be more learned 

of markets powers and openings (Assael, 2014). Learning is identified with purchaser 

appreciation and to the degree that customers have shifting levels of information and 

perception, they are probably going to carry on diversely in their choice procedures 

(Bettman&Sujan, 2013). People within every social class have got a tendency to act 

in a way that distinguish them with people from other social classes and are looking 

at involving second rate or better positioning concurring to their status in the society 

and can move starting with one social class then go onto the next (up or down) amid 

their lifetime. They indicate items and brands inclinations in numerous zones 

including garments; furniture’s, recreation exercises and autos. Social class is utilized 

as a reason for recognizing and achieving especially great prospects for items and 

administrations (Bettman&Sujan, 2013).  

 

Social-Culture  

Social factors such as culture, sub-culture and social class are critical in purchasing. 

Culture is an essential determinant of one’s needs and conduct (Kotler, 2010). It is 

actually characterized by a whole of trained convictions, qualities and traditions that 

serve to coordinate the buyer’s conduct in a specific culture (Cravens et al, 2012).  A 

developing youngster does get an arrangement of qualities, enlightment, inclinations 

and conduct through his/her family and other key organizations. As an individual 

growing up, a child is affected by their folks, siblings, sister and other relatives who 

may show him/her what isn’t right or what is right. They find out about their religion, 

culture which causes them create sentiments, states of mind and convictions. Culture 

is actually the basic character of a general public that recognizes it from other social 

gatherings.  

 

The basic components of each culture are the qualities, dialect, fantasies, traditional 

ceremonies, laws and the relics or items that are transmitted starting with one’s age 

then on to next (Lamb, Hair& Daniel, 2011). Culture is also the most principal 

determinants of a person’s needs and conduct. Though, lower animals are 

administered by impulse, human conduct is mostly learned. A child experiencing 
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childhood in a general public takes in an essential arrangement of qualities, 

discernments, inclinations and practices through a procedure of socialization 

including family and other key organization. Schiffman and Kanuk (2010) contend 

that culture exists to fulfill the necessities of the general population inside a general 

public. It offers request, course and direction in all periods of human critical thinking 

by giving genuine and attempted techniques for fulfilling mental and social needs. 

Culture characterizes and endorses adequate conduct which is normally not particular 

but rather broad in nature.  

 

It affirms a scope of worthy practices e.g. it recommends that we should regard our 

older folks, we ought not to drink liquor, we should love our nation et cetera. Each 

culture comprises of littler subcultures, which are particular social gatherings that 

exist as identifiable fragments inside a bigger, more mind-boggling society 29 

(Solomon, 2012). Berkowitz et al., (2014) then again contend that subculture is 

characterized by subgroups inside the bigger culture with novel qualities, thoughts, 

and mentalities. Kotler (2010) takes note of that subculture incorporates nationalities, 

religion, racial gatherings and land districts. Numerous subcultures make up 

imperative market portions and advertisers regularly plan items and showcasing 

programs custom-made that reflects their requirements. 

 

2.3.2 Marketing Mix 

In 1948, the marketing mix came into existence and further developed using the 

concept of 4P’s by James Culliton and Jerome McCarthy in 1964. They divided it 

into four aspects including the product, the price, the place and promotion (Goi, 

2009).Kotler and Keller (2015) explained the marketing mix as a tool used by a 

company to reach marketing objectives in fulfilling the target market. On the other 

hand, customers described 4P’s as the marketing tools used by companies to create 

profit (Kotler &Keller, 2015). 
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Cravens (2000), explained product as “everything that potentially has value to the 

target market that can give benefits and satisfaction that include products and 

services”  

 

On the other hand, price is the value in monetary terms that is imposed on products 

and/or services, can alternatively be explained as the value of the exchange a 

customer is willing to pay with the benefits due to the ownership or usage of the 

product or service, or simply the amount of money a purchaser is willing to pat to 

obtain the right to use or own a product (Hawkins, 2010). Hawkins (2010) further 

explains that a place is a channel used to get the products to the target customers 

inside and outside the company, where target markets usually make the purchase. 

 

Promotion is termed as the signal or information that the firm provides about itself 

and its products to different parties or target markets in order for customer to be loyal 

more P’s were developed, which are process, people, and physical environment all a 

representative of service industries (Hashim& Hamza, 2014). These are strategies that 

organizations use to react to market and internal factors that will enable a company to 

achieve the planned objectives (Kotler & Armstrong, 2012). 

 

The Product 

This is the first part of marketing element of the marketing mix and affects other 

remaining three elements, due to its nature and characteristics. The product can vary 

in terms of its characteristics based on the differences of the targeted customers in 

terms of variance of their needs and wants that make up the market components and 

the marketing environment (Mathieu,2001). Kotler and Armstrong further describe a 

product as anything offered to a market for attention, acquisition or consumption that 

might satisfy a need or want. Contrary to that a service is defined as any activity or 

benefit that one party can offer to another that is essentially intangible and doesn’t 

result into ownership (Kotler & Armstrong 2012). 
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The Price 

This is the second element in the marketing mix concept.  Is however, affected by 

purchasing power of the consumer and considered to be critical one in the whole 

process of purchasing decision. Price is briefly defined as the amount a consumer 

must exchange to receive an offering (Singh, 2012). Various factors affect the pricing 

strategy of an organization, which include the cost of materials, product 

differentiation, and level of competition, market share of the organization and 

perceived value of the product by consumer. (Davenport & Harris, 2007).  

 

Avlonitis and Indounas (2005), summarize pricing in to three categories; 

  

a. Cost based method which includes cost plus method, target return 

pricing, break even analysis, contribution analysis and marginal 

pricing strategy. 

b. Competition based pricing which is similar to that of the 

organization’s competitors or according to average market prices, 

pricing above and below competitors and pricing according to 

dominant price in the market. 

c. Demand based pricing methods include perceived value (based on 

consumer’s perception), value pricing and pricing according to the 

customers’ need. 

 

They further explained that the main pricing objectives are to hold on to profitable 

customers, to attract new customers and of course to satisfy the customers’ needs. 

The organization should adopt the pricing strategy for its product and services 

depending on the microenvironments in which it runs its business. For instance, some 

companies use skimming pricing strategy to recover its costs rapidly when there is a 

low level of price sensitivity in the markets. 
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The place  

This is defined as the mechanism though which goods and services are moved from 

the provider or manufacturer to the final consumer (Goi,2009).  The place is one of 

the marketing mix elements and includes distribution channels, warehousing 

facilities, mode of transport, location, assortment, convergence, logistics and 

inventory control (Singh,2012). Its goods to final buyers such as resellers, physical 

distribution channels, marketing services agencies and financial intermediaries 

(Kotler & Armstrong 2012). The implementation of marketing strategies is 

independent of achieving production objectives, price fixing or promotion only. It is 

also associated with successful distribution process that allows the organization to 

meet the availability goal of proving the product at the right place and at the right 

time. 

 

The Promotion 

This is another most powerful element of a marketing mix which means to 

communicate and persuade targeted customers by identifying their needs and wants 

into enticing them to buy the organization’s products. The promotion concepts 

include all marketing activities used to inform, persuade and remind target market 

about a firm and its products or services in such a way that it builds a favourable 

image in the mind of consumers (Sidhanta& Chakrabarty,2010). In the same context, 

Kotler and Armstrong (2012) defined promotion as human activities that are based on 

a communication process that can be directed through personal selling points or 

indirectly through advertising on media. The main objective of the promotion process 

is to identify the firm and its products or services for the targeted market and increase 

the level of purchasing. Advertising is the most powerful and crucial tool of the 

promotion mix due to its involvement in the mind of the consumer (Latif & 

Abideen,2011) 
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2.3 Marketing Mix in Nutshell 

Table 2.3: Marketing Mix in a nutshell 
 

Category Definition/Concept Typical Marketing decisions 
The Product A product refers to an item that 

satisfies the consumer’s needs 
or wants 
Product may be tangible or 
intangible  

Product design like features and quality. 
Product assortment which is product range, 
product mix and product lines. 
Branding, packaging, and labelling 
Services both complementary and after sales 
services, service level 
Guarantees, Warranties, returns, managing 
products through life cycle 

The Price Price refers to amount of money 
a customer is willing to pay for 
the product he/she wants 
Price may further be explained 
as the sacrifice which consumer 
is ready to make to get a product  

Price strategy, tactics, setting 
Allowances  
Discounts 
Payment terms 

The Place Refer to environment accessible 
to customer  

Strategies such as intensive distribution, 
selective distribution, and exclusive 
distribution. 
Franchising, market coverage 
Channel member selection and relationships 
Assortment, location decision 
Inventory 

The Promotion Promotion refers to marketing 
communications 
May comprise elements such as 
advertising,PR, direct marketing 
and sales promotion 

Promotional mix which includes appropriate 
balance of advertising, PR, direct marketing 
and sales promotion. 
Message strategy represent what is to be 
communicated  
Channel/Media strategy which is how to reach 
out the audience  
Message Frequency which is how often to 
communicate 

  

 

2.4 Conceptual Literature Review 

Conceptual framework is explained by Sekaran (2014) as the concept explaining how 

a researcher theorize the relationships among a list of factors that have sought as the 

factors of significant importance to the stated problem. The dependent variables are 

the customers’ decision to purchase tires which are variables of primary interest in 

which variance is expected to be explained by the independent variables,in this study, 

price offered to customers, perceived quality of the tires, availability of tire in the 

market and other social-cultural factors that might somehow influence buying 

decision. 
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Customer behavior is a philosophy devoted to discovering tools and techniques that 

help understands how individuals reacts before deciding to buy something. It looks to 

align incentives through sellers/suppliers, focusing on the end-users’ desired product 

characteristics, rather than merely buying goods or services from suppliers. It 

addresses the entire process of how customer has to view products are designed and 

sourced to improve on how their quality desire can be achieved and at a reduced 

overall cost.  

 

The analysis of factors influencing customers’ decision to buy tyres is dramatically 

shown in figure 2.2 below and its basic framework of the study, which is built around 

this concept, 

 

Figure 2. 2: Conceptual Model 
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CHAPTER THREE 

 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

3.1 Introduction 

This part of the chapter of the study discusses several techniques explored. This 

chapter presents the details of the research design, population of the study, the sample 

size and techniques used methods of collecting data, reliability of data, procedures 

used in the data collection and analysis techniques employed in the study. 

 

3.2 Description of the Study Area 

This study was conducted at Diamond Motors Ltd which is located at Vingunguti 

industrial area in Dar es Salaam and in a few other selected areas where selected tire 

dealers and selected individuals’ customers of Yokohama tires are located in Dar es 

Salaam area. 

 

3.3 The Research Design 

Kothari (2004) explains a research design as the arrangement for data collection 

process and analysis that aimed at combining relevance to the research purpose 

including the economy part of it. The study design in this case, was a cross sectional 

one because it allowed the researcher to collect data from different points in those 

selected areas in Dar es Salaam where selected dealers and selected individual 

customers were located. 

 

3.4 Research Paradigm 

This can be explained as ‘’ a way of seeing the world that frames a research topic” 

and the way that researchers’ influences and think about the topic Hughes (2010).  

Fraser and Robinson (2004) further explained that paradigm is a set of beliefs about a 

way in which a specific problem exists and a set of agreements on how such problems 

can be investigated. It can also be explained in short as a set of beliefs that guide an 

action(Guba,1990). 
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In this study since it is a quantitative research positivism research was used which 

follows positivist approach. In social and behavioral sciences quantitative researchers 

any human behavior can be studied and predicted quantitatively, and that behavior 

can be explained using a scientific approach to a particular research. 

3.5 Population of the Study 

The study population in this research constituted with selected DML staffs, DML 

customers and some tire dealers all based in Dar es Salaam region. 

 

3.6 Sampling and Sampling techniques 

3.6.1 Size of the Sample 

The size of the sample is explained as a subset of a small part of the population which 

represents the entire population (Mugendi&Mugendi, 2003).  The size of the sample 

in this study revolved around 150 representatives, comprised with 20 DML staffs, 

100 consumers and 30 selected dealers. However, only 115 responded in the 

following distribution 20 staffs from DML main office, 25 tyre dealers and 70 

respondents from individual customers. 

 

3.6.2 The sampling techniques 

Sampling itself is explained as the population that is a representative of the entire 

population (Kothari, 2003).In this, a process of selecting a number of individuals who 

represents the entire population in the study in a way that those individuals represents 

a true nature of the group from which they were selected (Kothari,2003).In this study 

a researcher employed non-probability sampling process such as purposive and 

convenience in the selection process of the sample size from the targeted population. 

 

3.6.2.1 Purposive sampling technique 

In this study, purposive sampling technique was used to gather information from 

consumers on their purchase decision making process. 
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3.6.2.2 Convenience sampling technique 

Convenience sampling as the name implies is a specific type of non-probability 

sampling method that relies on selection of respondents from targeted conveniently in 

study area. Therefore, this technique was used in the selection of consumers who was 

available at field during the study and who was also willing to cooperate in respond to 

some questions. 

 

3.7 Data collection Methods 

In this both methods of primary and secondary were used in the data collection 

process. 

 

3.7.1 Data from Primary Sources 

Primary data are normally firsthand information gathered for providing some facts. In 

this data collection process, a researcher must have a clear understanding of what is to 

be obtained and how was expected to be achieved (Kombo & Tromp, 2006). In these 

study sources of primary data included key informant interview, questionnaires and 

secondary were employed.  

 

3.7.2 Data from Secondary Sources 

Some documents like purchase orders, invoices and delivery note were all reviewed 

to gather information for this study. 

 

3.8 Data Validity and Reliability 

3.8.1 The reliability of data 

Kothari (2004) defines reliability as an ability of which an instrument can yield 

consistent information each time is being administered to the same representatives. If 

again same or another study is conducted it should be able to yield slightly more or 

less same results. If no, it is not reliable (Babour, 1998). Some other studies have also 

identified three types of reliability as referred to in a quantitative study, which 

mention the degree to which a measurement done repeatedly give the same outcomes. 
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This stability over time and the similarity is what is termed as reliability (Kirk & 

Miller, 1986). 

 

Prior to data collection, a pilot testing was conducted to ascertain the validity and the 

likely reliability of the data. During the pre-test of the instrument the researcher was 

able to assess the clarity of the instrument. The information collected during the pilot 

study was used to undertake a preliminary analysis and enable researcher’s questions 

to be answered. In order to minimize the possible instrumentation error and hence 

increase the reliability of the data collected, the reliability of the pre-test observation 

schedule was tested using internal consistency technique.  

 

This was determined using scores obtained from individual customers, dealers and 

staffs of Diamond Motors Ltd This is because pre-tests subjects do not need to 

comprise potential respondents but should be chosen from persons with similar 

characteristics as the respondents (Babbie, 2011). After testing the questionnaire, the 

necessary corrections were made. The questionnaires were then self-administered 

with assistance from the researcher. The advantage of self-administered 

questionnaires is that they are not expensive to administer than interviews and enable 

the researcher to contact respondents. A researcher was constant follow up 

particularly to the respondents who received questionnaires on mail and through 

WhatsApp that made it easy for respondents to fill them at their convenient time.  

 

3.8.2 The Validity of data 

This refers to the most critical criterion which indicates the degree to which the 

instrument is able to measure what is actually intended to (Kothari, 2004). Validity is 

to do with how close to reality the results obtained from the happen to be, i.e. how 

close to the study findings reflect the true situation.  It is further described by Weiner 

and Braun, (1998) in a quantitative study as “construct validity”. This construct is a 

concept which initially developed, a notion, a question and/or hypothesis that 

determines which information and how it to be gathered. 
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Through reasonable judgment, a researcher observed if the measures are actually 

related to the construct being studied. This is directly measured by the number of 

representatives encountered. The more the representatives encountered the more 

likely the sample reflects the characteristic of interest in that studied population 

(Glesne&Peshkin, 1992). In this study the expected sample was 150; however, 115 

which are 76.7% of the intended population responded. 

 

3.9 Data Analysis Methods 

3.9.1 Data Analysis Process 

This is an important step towards finding out a solution to a problem being studied. It 

is described by Guba and Lincoln (1994) as being a process in a systematic way that 

involve organizing the data and finally dividing the data in a smaller part that can be 

easily managed. Data analysis is the process which starts as soon as data have been 

collected and ends at the point of interpretation and processing. (Kothari, 2014). 

Quantitative data analysis involves collecting and converting data into numerical 

form so that statistical calculations can be performed, and conclusion drawn. In this 

research data were analyzed reflecting the objectives of the study using computer 

program Excel spreadsheet and data were analyzed quantitatively.   

 

The research design applied in this study resulted into one set of data, only 

quantitative data were drawn from questionnaires. The quantitative data were then 

marked and analyzed using computer program in Excel Spreadsheet and descriptive 

statistics were computed which included cross tabulation, frequencies, percentages 

and presented using tables to simplify the interpretation. Then the tables and figures 

were made for better and easy presentation and finally able to explain the findings 

related to consumers opinion, viewpoints and their general attitudes on their decision 

to purchase tires. 
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3.9.2 Qualitative Data 

In this study, open coding was applied for analysis of qualitative information. The 

data management began by recoding individual responses from several respondents 

and sorted, grouped in order to tally with the objectives of this study. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

 

THE FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION OF STUDY 

 

4.1 The Introduction 

This part of the chapter presents findings from the data collected in the field. The 

chapter includes the presentation of data, analysis and finally the discussion part of 

analyzed data in line with the questions along with the primary objectives of this 

study.   

 

4.2 Findings 

4.2.1 General characteristics of respondents 

Three questionnaires were designed by the researcher such that one for DML staffs 

another for DML Tire dealers and the final one was for DML individual tire 

customers in Dar es Salaam. The researcher distributed a total of 150 with the 

following distribution; 20 of which are DML staffs, 50 DML Tires Dealers and 80 

respondents were Individual customers. However, only 115 were returned to 

researcher in the following distribution, 25 DML staffs, 30 Dealers and 60 individual 

customers. The general characteristics of the encountered respondents are as shown in 

Table 4.1 
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Table 4. 1: The general characteristics of respondents  

Respondents’ Characteristics Class Number Percent age 

District 

Ilala District 37 32% 

Kinondoni District 23 20% 

Temeke District 27 23% 

Ubungo District 28 24% 

Kigamboni District 0 0% 

Gender of respondents  
Men 72 63% 

Women 43 37% 

Education level  

Never attended school 0 0% 

Primary School 9 8% 

Secondary School 39 34% 

Degree Level 32 28% 

Higher degree and above 35 30% 

Age of respondent 

18-25    5 4% 

26-35   16 14% 

36-45    42 37% 

46-55   31 27% 

56 and above     21 18% 

Occupation  
Not employed 0 0% 

Employed  63 55% 

Self Employed  52 45% 

Level of Income 

0 – 999,999 21 18% 

1,000,000- 4,999,999 49 43% 

5,000,000–9,999,999 26 23% 

10,000,000 and above    19 17% 

Where do you buy Yokohama 
Tyres 

Distributor 42 37% 

Dealer 57 50% 

Retailer 16 14% 

Origin: Field Information (2020) 

 

4.2.1.1 Placement of the Respondents 

Table 4.1 above indicates that, majority of customers are coming from Ilala District 

representing 32% which is 37 respondents out of total respondents. Kinondoni 

District constitute 23 respondents which is 20% of total respondents; while Ubungois 

represented by 28 representatives counting to 24% of total respondents and followed 

closely by Temeke with 27, a 23% of total respondents. 

 

4.2.1.2 The gender of the encountered respondents 

Gender also plays a role on customer purchase decision making process. Explained 

by Dorota, (2013) that gender of the individuals has an impact on decision making 

process as men have different taste on things to women and have different roles in 
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each and every household in the society generally. Even their demands are somehow 

different for certain type of products. Furthermore, they have different behavior  in 

the consumption process. Usually women do look for the kind of information they 

want and try to consider all available options (Żelazna et al, 2002). As also being 

acknowledged by the marketing strategies theory, that behaviors of buying things 

differ with genders, in a way that males are somehow less emotional whereas females 

are being driven much more by their emotional attachment and are attracted by 

advertisements as opposed to male gender (Imam, 2013). In this study it was 

necessary to check the gender of the respondents hence requested the representatives 

to indicate their gender.  Table 4.1 above indicates that, 63% of them were 

represented by male gender whereas; only 37% of the representatives were women. 

This statistic above indicate that men are more likely to use Yokohama tires than their 

compatriot female gender. In this study, gender balance was taken into consideration 

and the researcher drew from all genders to get different opinion and show how each 

gender determine the purchase decision. The response patterns further reveal that the 

study does not give room for gender biasness. 

 

4.2.1.3 Age of respondents 

Age plays a significant role in consumer behaviour (Dorota, 2013). Older person has 

got higher purchase experience than the younger ones. Older and experienced people 

diversify their options due to experience they have gained from previous purchase. 

Whereas the younger ones with little or less experience rely mostly on brands and 

price younger one are influenced by brand image(Paul et al, 1996). 

 

Table 4.1 above indicate that,4% of the total respondents ranged between 18 and 25 

years; another 14% range between 26 and 35 years, while 37% range between 36 and 

45 years; 27%of respondents range between 46 and 55 years, while the remaining 8% 

are of 56 and above years old. This study perceived the necessity of finding out the 

respondents’ age groups and gets their views on tire purchase behaviour. 
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4.2.1.4 The level of education of respondents 

Education has impact on decision making before purchasing something. A 

combination of representatives with mixed education level which assisted the 

researcher to extract quality information from the field of study. The responses 

clearly indicate that level of education of respondents had an impact to purchase 

decision making. Table 4.1 above indicates that, educational level of the 

representatives who purchased Yokohama tires;8% were primary level education 

leavers, 34% were secondary school education level, 28% were higher learning 

education leavers and 30% have master’s level and above.  

 

4.2.1.5 The occupation of the respondents 

An individual’s occupation directly affects the goods and services he/she purchase. 

This study also sought to determine the occupation of the representatives and 

therefore required all representatives to inform the researcher on the occupation. As 

shown on table 4.1 above, 55% of the representatives are employed and 45% are self-

employed.  

 

4.2.1.6 The Description of Level of Income earned by the Customers 

The table 4.2.1 above clearly indicates that, most respondents earned 1,000,001 to 

5,000,000 which is equivalent to 43%; 26 respondents earned 5,000,001-10,000,000 

which is equivalent to 23%; 21 respondents earned 0 to 1,000,000 which is equivalent 

to 18% and 19 respondents earned 10,000,000 and above which is equivalent to 17%.  

 

Table 4. 2: Suppliers of Yokohama Tire in Dar es Salaam 

Source: Field Data (2020) 

 

Types of suppliers  frequency  percent  

Distributor 42 37% 

Dealer 57 50% 

Retailer 16 14% 

Total  115 100 
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4.2.2.1 Distributor 

Distributor is an intermediary entity between a manufacturer and other entity in the 

distribution channel or supply chain. The distributor performs some of the same 

functions that a wholesaler does generally takes more active role.  The study found 

out that 37% of the respondents purchase directly from distributors which is 

equivalent to 42 respondents. This shows that out 100% respondents,73% buys from 

dealers which means that dealers have direct access to final consumer as compared to 

main distributor (Diamond Motors Ltd) 

 

4.2.2.2 Dealer 

A dealer is a person or firm who buy and sell for their own account, whether through 

broker or otherwise. A dealer acts as an agent who executes orders on behalf of its 

clients. These are important figures in the market, they usually make the markets. In 

the study it was found that 57 respondents which is equivalent to 50% indicated that 

they purchase tires from Dealers.  

 

4.2.3 The description on the factors influencing purchase decisions by 

customers in Dar es Salaam 

The researcher aimed at exploring the factors that influence purchase decision on 

customers end on Yokohama tires in Dar es Salaam area. The research reveals that 

there are several factors that influence customers’ decision to buy Yokohama tires as 

indicated in the Table 4.3  

 

Table 4.2.3: Factors that influence purchasing decisions of the final customers 

Source: Field Data 

Factors influencing purchasing decisions  Number Percentage 

Level of Income 63 55% 

Attitude  20 17% 

Availability in the market 83 72% 

Advertisements  10 9% 

Social influence  17 15% 

Fashion  5 4% 

Education  51 44% 

Family life cycle  37 32% 
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4.2.3.1 Level of Income 

As indicated in Table 4.2.3 above, 63 representatives who makes up of 55% of the 

sample indicated that their level of income was the factor which directly affected the 

decision to purchase Yokohama Tires. Most of consumers earned around TZS 

1,000,001 to TZS 5,000,000 monthly which is 43% of total respondents contacted.  

 

4.2.3.2 The attitude of the Customers 

The attitude can be described as an individual’s consistent evaluation, feelings 

attached and the tendencies towards a certain object or idea. It can further be 

described as a mentality issues or a feeling people have at a particular product, 

services, towards a certain company, ideas and some other issues as well or could also 

be an organization based on people’s values and beliefs which are normally difficult 

to change(Ward,2009). 

 

Certain attitudes can put people into some kind of state of being attracted to or not 

attracted to some things by moving towards or away from it. The table 4.3 again 

indicates that,20 respondents which make up 17% of total respondents indicated that 

consumer attitudes towards Yokohama tires play a role that prompted their decision 

on purchasing. For instance, acknowledged to buy Yokohama tires because of the 

feeling attached with the brand. 

 

4.2.3.3 Availability in the Market 

In the Table 4.3 above, there area good number of representatives that suggest that 

availability of Yokohama tires directly impacted their purchase decisions of83which 

is 72% of the sample respondent. 

 

4.2.3.4 Advertisement 

An advertisement for a product can be termed as some set of arrangement of 

communication as a marketing strategy which is being used to entice an audience to 

take some actions with commercial offerings; that can be political or ideological 

support. In Table 4.3, a fraction of respondents (9%) which hold 10 representatives 
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indicated that an advert was a factor that influenced their decisions to purchase 

Yokohama tires. 

 

4.2.3.5 The Social Influence 

Social factors also do influence customers’ decision to purchase Yokohama tires. 

Such factors include family, customers, peer groups, individuals, roles in the society 

and status. Some customers tend to purchase goods and services through their social 

influences as shown in figure 4.3;17 respondents equivalent to 15% were influence by 

social groups while social group didn’t have any impact in decision to purchase 

Yokohama tires on 85% of the respondents. 

 

4.2.3.6 Fashion 

The findings indicate that a small fraction made their decision out of fashion; mainly 

because of their feeling of the social status they belong. For example, majority peer 

groups with higher learning education level prefer Yokohama tires to show class they 

are attached to. Table 4.3 indicates 5 representatives making up of 4% who perceive 

fashion as a factor in a decision to purchase Yokohama Tires.  

 

4.2.3.7 The education and/or learning 

The consumers’ behaviour is also dependent on learning from previous purchase 

experience. This, however, is mostly a learned behaviour. This is a process by which 

a consumer acquires purchasing and consumption knowledge of products and 

experience which they would apply in the future purchase. Most of the people’s 

values, attitudes, tastes, preferences and feelings are obtained through learning. 

Having different and several previous purchasing experiences would-be valuable 

assets for the future purchasing process. All that information is stored for the long-

term and one would be able to recall at the right time if needed and eventually would 

influence individual’s decision to purchase. Table 4.3 indicated that 

51representatives,44% of the total sample encountered indicated that education had a 

role to play in deciding whether to purchase Yokohama Tires or not.  
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4.2.3.8 The Life Cycle of the Family 

The family has direct influence on purchasing habits of an individual. People do tend 

to change their purchasing behaviour over a period of time. This is defined by 

marketers as the targeted markets in term of the family part of life cycle and an 

appropriate will be developed for each and every stage. The family is considered as 

the important consumer purchasing organization within the society. Table 4.3 shows 

that,32% which represents 37 respondents did consider their family life cycle in their 

decision making process before their decision to purchase Yokohama tires. Kotler 

(2012) stresses that; lifestyle is a living pattern of an individual expressed in his/her 

psychographics. Eventually, marketers use lifestyle concept to understand their 

consumer’s behaviour in purchasing trend. As per table 4.3, the findings show that, 

family life cycle has an impact on purchasing decisions of an individuals. 

 

4.2.4 Consumers’ perception of Yokohama tyres in the market 

Table 4. 3: Customers’ Perception of Yokohama Tyres in the market 

Perception on Yokohama Tyres in 
the Market 

Parameter Frequency  Percent   

Quality High 105 91% 

 
Poor 10 9% 

Price  Expensive 72 63% 

 
Affordable 43 37% 

Durability Durable 90 78% 

 
Short lived 25 22% 

Condition Suitability 
Suitable for any 
condition 

87 76% 

  
Not suitable in some 
condition 

28 24% 

Source: Field Data (2020) 
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Figure 4. 1: Consumers’ perception trend 

 

 

4.2.4.1 Quality of Yokohama Tires 

Table 4.3 above indicates that, a whopping 91% (105) of respondents indicated that 

the quality of Yokohama tire is very good and had directly influenced their decisions 

on whether to purchase Yokohama Tires or not. 

 

4.2.4.2 Price of Yokohama Tires 

In table 4.2.4 above, 72 representatives who make up a 63% of the respondents 

acknowledged pricing as one of the major factors in their decision to buy Yokohama 

Tires. For instance, found out that a fast-moving tire size 4x4 which sells at TZS 

380,000 in Yokohama, however, the same size of the Japanese brands sells at TZS 

340,000. 

 

4.2.4.3 Durability of Yokohama Tires 

Tire durability is normally measured by tread depth. Durable tires presupposed to 

reduce the tire wear, or equivalently increase the tread depth of tires. Moreover, tires 

have to go through several tests to confirm its durability include endurance, speed 

durability, tire strength and push offs. Table 4.4 indicates that, out 115 respondents,90 
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(78%) respondents indicated that Yokohama Tires are very durable: 

Otherwise,25(22%) respondents indicated that they are not durable. 

 

4.2.4.4 Conditional Suitability of Yokohama Tires 

Table 4.4 above shows that, 87 (76%) respondents indicated that Yokohama Tires are 

suitable in all condition; while 28 (24%) respondents mentioned that Yokohama Tires 

are not suitable in some conditions.  

  

4.2.5 Determinants of consumers buying behaviour of Yokohama tires among 

retail customers in Dar es Salaam 

 

Table 4. 4: The determinants of Customers’ buying decision 

Determinants of Customers’ buying behaviour 
of Yokohama Tyres in Dar es Salaam 

Parameter Number Percentage 

Price  
Expensive 72 63% 

Affordable 43 37% 

Quality 
High 105 91% 

Poor 10 9% 

Availability 
Available 79 69% 

Not 
Available 

36 31% 

 

4.3 Discussion based on study objectives 

4.3.1 To identify the influence of price of Yokohama tires in consumers’ buying 

behavior among retail customers in Dar es Salaam region. 

The level of income an individual directly affects his/her and his/her attitude. 

Customers with a high level of income normally spend big as compared to customers 

with low income level. As shown on table 4.2.3 above, 63% of the respondents who 

make up a total 55% of the respondents indicated that their level of income played a 

role in the decision on which tire to buy, most of them mentioned that the income 

played crucial role on their decision making process on whether to buy Yokohama 

Tires or decline. Referring to table 4.2.1 above, most of consumers earned around 

TZS 1,000,001 to TZS 4,999,999 monthly which is 43% of total respondents 

contacted.  
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The price is primarily explained as the total of all values that a consumer is ready to 

give up gaining the benefits of getting or consuming a product or service and is 

directly proportional to individual’s spending ability, which comes only when one has 

enough income to spend on to something. Importantly, as part of an organization’s 

overall value proposition, price always have a major impact in making consumers’ 

value and building a long term consumers’ relationship. In table 4.3 above, 72 

representatives who make up a 63% of the respondents acknowledged pricing as one 

of the major factors in their decision to buy Yokohama Tires. For instance, found out 

that a fast-moving tire size 4x4 which sells at TZS 380,000 in Yokohama, however, 

the same size of the Japanese brands sells at TZS 340,000. 

 

The perception on customers on pricing is different form one customer to another and 

that has significant impact on decision making, be it positive or negative. Same batch 

of customers who prefer to purchase Yokohama tires are price sensitive having other 

alternative brands in the market like Dunlop, Bridgestone have always something to 

compare. 
 

4.3.2 To examine quality of Yokohama tires on consumers’ buying behavior 

among retail customers in Dar es Salaam region. 

As explained by Enrique Diaz (2014), quality is a basic tool for any product or 

services that gives an individual a chance to compare with any other goods or services 

of its kind. The word itself has several meanings but importantly, refers to the set of 

inherent features of an object which allows satisfying ones stated needs or implied 

needs. Further to that, the quality of any goods or services is mainly the perception 

one creates in his/her mind about that particular goods or services. It is actually, 

customers’ mindset who accepts and acknowledges the ability of that particular 

products or services to meet his/her needs. 

 

The quality of tires is measured based on performance, materials, life, features and 

how much it costs. A quality tire is one that meets customers’ expectations when in 

use in terms of durability and conditional suitability. Review and experience can help 

you determine if a certain tire is a good choice, especially if it is a new tire or 
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discount tire.  In terms of materials of the tires, it is understandably true that not all 

tires are equal, even if they have a similar tread pattern.  

 

Tire must give as many miles as possible. It is very much understood that, a quality 

tire rebate or sale can add additional value to customers’ purchase by letting you keep 

more money in your wallet indirectly. Finally, the features of the tires determine how 

well the tire has been built. Notably no tire excels in everything; so, it is important to 

find a tire that meets one’s definition of quality (Nicole, 2017). Table 4.2.4 above, 

indicates that, 91% (105) of respondents agrees that the quality of Yokohama Tires is 

very good, and it is one of the factors that guide their final decisions on whether to 

purchase Yokohama Tires or not. 

 

In economics point of view durability is a part of quality product and is a type of 

product that does not quickly wear out, specifically durable product yields the same 

or closely utility level over time rather than being completely out of touch in one or 

two use. O’Sullivan mentioned that a highly durable product normally continues to be 

useful for several years. In a nutshell durable goods are characterized by long term 

features that provide sustainability in a longer period of time between successive 

buys. Durable tires are supposed to reduce the tire wear, or equivalently increase the 

tread depth of tires. Moreover, tires have to go through several tests to confirm its 

durability include endurance, speed durability, tire strength and push offs. In the same 

table 4.2.4 above indicates that, out 115 respondents,90 (78%) respondents indicated 

that Yokohama Tires are very durable: Otherwise,25(22%) respondents indicated that 

they are not durable. 

 

Moreover, a quality tire must be suitable in all-weather condition. Tires are made of 

different kind of material and compounds in the form of rubber. Creating tires’ 

performance properties are essential to the proper functioning of the tire itself. These 

components evolve over time. For each kind of tire, this evolution depends on many 

other elements like weather condition, storage and the conditions of use (load, speed, 

inflated pressure in the tire, the tire maintenance, etc.) in which the tire is subjected 

throughout its lifespan. As indicated above on table 4.2.4 above shows that, 87 (76%) 
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respondents indicated that Yokohama Tires are suitable in all condition; while 28 

(24%) respondents mentioned that Yokohama Tires are not suitable in some 

conditions.  

 

4.3.3. To assess the tire availability on consumers’ buying behavior among 

retail customers in Dar es Salaam region. 

Product availability is the amount of quantity of a product available in store. 

Generally, the available quantity is equal to the quantity on hand subtract any other 

quantities set aside for other open orders. The quantity available is the total of an item 

which is currently in stock ready for sale (www.collinsdictionary) 

 

In the Table 4.2.3 above, shows that a good number of representatives that suggest 

that availability of Yokohama tires directly impacted their purchase decisions of 83 

which is 72% of the sample respondent. Furthermore, in table 4.2.5 indicates that 

31% indicated that Yokohama tires are not readily available in the market as 

compared to other tire brands. This in turn has hugely impacted their final decision 

as to whether buy Yokohama tires or proceed with other available brands in the 

market. To have a reasonable market share of a product, a company has to make that 

particular product available in the market and make customers aware of its 

availability, and then some other factors like quality and price will eventually come 

into a picture, but if the product itself is not available other factors are obviously 

becoming irrelevant. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.collinsdictionary/
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CHAPTER FIVE 

 

THE SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the summary of the study in line with specific objectives. The 

study further presents the conclusions and the recommendations of the study covering 

policy area and aspects for further research in line with the determinants of 

customers’ buying behaviour of Yokohama tires in Dar es Salaam is also presented. 

 

5.2  The summary of the study 

Buying decision is actually particularly important to the main Distributor, Dealer and 

Retailers. The reason is that, some consumers would think of several questions before 

making a final decision on a tire to buy; such questions relate to why I need to buy 

this and from whom should I buy it. The main purpose of this research was to 

understand determinants of customers’ buying behaviour of Yokohama Tires in Dar 

es Salaam. Dar es Salaam was selected for the study because it is a large area which 

contains large number of Dealers and other respondents. In this study, data was 

tabulated and analyzed using excels spreadsheets. Both primary and secondary 

sources of data were used. Furthermore, descriptive statistics were applied in the 

analysis statistically. Sample sizes, numbers and percentage variables were all 

presented and analyzed. Through the collected information (data) in the surveyed 

questionnaire, distributor, dealer and the retailer are able to understand a little more 

about customers’ buying behavior. This will surely help them to build a much 

stronger customers’ long term relationship and meet their demands and wants in a 

better way. 

 

5.3 Conclusion 

Based on the information derived from the Distributor, the Dealer and the final 

Customer in Dar es Salaam, the researcher was in a better position to conclude on the 

Yokohama tires ‘purchasing decision making in Dar es Salaam. 
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This study revealed that all parties such as Distributor, the Dealers and the Customers 

are aware of the importance proper purchasing decision making process. On further 

note, it emerged from all parties that the quality of Yokohama tires is atop among the 

premium tires in Dar es Salaam. This makes it simple that, for a customer to make a 

final decision should he/she decides to go quality as a decision making tool. There 

seems a lack of proper advertisement of Yokohama Tires and that the market only 

relies on knowledge from previous purchase experience, family and social 

attachments as sources of influence for the customers to buy Yokohama Tires.  

 

The study further reveals that, as the quality of the Yokohama Tires is appreciated 

and acknowledged by customers, there is a significance concern on price and its 

availability in the market. A significant number of customer is put off by price tag of 

Yokohama Tires. In some cases, customers are ready to ignore the price offered and 

only purchase on quality basis. However, they may still be unable to get what he 

wants because Yokohama tires are not available from either Distributor and/or 

Dealer.  

 

The researcher in this case can conclude that customers are not questioning the 

quality of Yokohama as they know it is a superior brand, but mainly the price and 

availability seems to be a huge concern. Yokohama tire price is on higher side on 

consumer’s perspective and also not readily available in the market which in turn 

force them to go with alternative cheaper and readily available brands in the market. 

 

5.4 Recommendations 

In this study, a researcher has come up with a number of recommendations to 

consider in order for all parties to understand better the factors that determine 

consumers’ purchase decision of Yokohama tires. The recommendations are meant to 

place each party in a better position to understand the potential market for Yokohama 

Tires and plan ahead on how to counter the problem. 
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5.4.1 To Distributor 

Pricing and Tire Availability 

Distributor has to make Yokohama Tires available all the time so that the customer 

and or Dealer are not in suspense and thus a position to think of an alternate brand of 

Tires. This will eventually improve customer service level, satisfaction and also 

customer retention which are the most crucial parts in today’s business world. 

Distributor should also look into how they position themselves in terms of price they 

are setting on Yokohama Tires. We understand customers also understand Yokohama 

Tires are of best quality. However, having alternative tires of good quality (apart from 

Yokohama Tires) may force them to go for the readily available and easily accessible 

alternatives. The alternative outlets in the long run will customers to forget 

Yokohama Tires. 

 

Marketing (Advertisement) 

Advertisement is an important tool for product awareness. Yokohama Tires being a 

premium product does not warranty readiness for customers to always think of 

purchasing it. That is why advertisement is as important as price and tire availability. 

Distributors have to find a way to reach out to already existing customers and 

potential customers and make them aware of any discounts, offers and promotions 

available to customers. Based on this study, most of customers are purchasing 

Yokohama not because they have seen an advert somewhere but because they have an 

experience with the product from previous purchase or family and social references.  

 

Training to Dealers/Customers 

Understandably, some customers/dealers do not have proper knowledge on 

Yokohama Tires. For marketing reason, product knowledge is very much important 

so that one will be able to understand what they are selling. This market is mainly 

price focused and not quality focused. One of the main reasons is knowledge on how 

much one will get from purchasing Yokohama Tires in terms miles. 
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5.4.2 To Dealers 

Based on the study findings, price seems an issue, as most of customers complaining 

about Yokohama Tires being expensive as compared to other brands of the same or 

closely related quality. Dealers have to restructure their pricing and put a reasonable 

margin based on the market condition. Dealer may decide to focus on how much to 

sell rather than unit sell. This will somehow help final customer to get Yokohama 

Tires at a comparatively good price. 

 

5.4.3 To customers 

As the final user, customers have the mandate to make him /her get what he/she wants 

in terms of quality of Tires. Based on the study, some customers purchased 

Yokohama Tires based on past purchase experience or social and family history. It is 

very important for customer to understand what they should expect from the supply. 

Before final purchase decision is done, customers must be clear of how much mileage 

the tire is offering, the safety features of that particular tire, how suitable the tires is 

with our roads and weather condition. It is from such factors that the price will be 

considered as the final decision-making parameter. Using price only may lead one to 

getting tires at cheaper price but the overall cost will most likely be above what 

customer has been avoiding.  

 

5.4.4 Knowledge contribution 

The study will also have an impact to knowledge on societies and academicians on 

the customer buying behaviour on Yokohama tires and gain in-depth knowledge and 

analyses the factors affecting tires purchase decisions of the customers. 

 

5.5 Area for further Research 

A Yokohama tire is one of the premium brands in Tanzania. However, its market 

share seems small as compared to other premium brands in Bridgestone and Dunlop. 

In this study, most customers suggested that price and availability are the main factors 

as to why they opted for different brands other than Yokohama tires. However, the 

study’s informal survey on competitors tires performance has shown that these tires 

performs better as compared to Yokohama tires at the same or close price range as 
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Yokohama tires. This shows that there could be some other factors that customers 

consider before making final purchase decision. The research conceives that; further 

studies can be done in this area to understand some more factors that make customer 

decide before purchasing tires. Further studies may be done in this context and find 

out the broad answers on the determinants of decision making process of tires in 

general. The results maybe used for all parties to position their products in such a way 

that will make their business grow. 
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APPENDICES 

 

APPENDIX: I 

Mzumbe 

University 

P.O. Box  

Dares Salaam 

To whom it may Concern 

Dear Sir/Madam  

 

RE:  INTRODUCTION LETTER  

I am a student of Mzumbe University of Tanzania, Dar es Salaam pursuing 

Master of Business Administration Corporate Management (MBA-CM).  

I am doing research on “Determinants of customers’ buying behaviour of 

Yokohama Tires among retail customers in Dar es Salaam” as a partial 

fulfillment for Master of Business Administration Corporate Management 

(MBA-CM). 

I kindly request for your assistance in filling out the attached questionnaires 

designed to study some concepts related to the topic. Your replies will be 

confidential throughout my research.  

 

Your positive response is of great value.  

Thanks in advance for your cooperation.  

 

Yours sincerely  

  

……………………………  

Linda Mtengule,  
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APPENDIX: II 

 

MZUMBE UNIVERSITY OF TANZANIA. 

 

I, Miss Linda Mtengule, a student at Mzumbe university of Tanzania (MU) 

pursuing Master of Business Administration in Corporate 

Management(MBA-CM),I kindly request for your assistance responding to 

the below questionnaires to enable me to accomplish my research through 

your opinion on “Determinants of customers’ buying behaviour of 

Yokohama Tires among retail customers in Dar es Salaam”. From this 

research study, we expect to impart knowledge to the organizations and 

society at large so they can make better decision on buying process.  

 

QUESTIONNAIRES TO THE CUSTOMERS 

1. Name of the respondent…………………………………………. 

2. Location of the respondent (Please tick where appropriate) 

 Ilala District  ( ) 

 Kinondoni District ( ) 

 Temeke District  ( )   

 Ubungo District  ( ) 

 Kigamboni District ( ) 

3. Respondent’s Gender 

 Men   ( ) 

 Women   ( ) 

4. Education level of the Respondents 

 Never attended school     ( )  

 Primary School   ( )     

 Secondary School Level ( )  

 Degree level  ( ) 

 Higher degree and above  ( ) 
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5. Age Group of the Respondents 

 18-25      ( ) 

 26-35    ( )  

 36- 45    ( ) 

 46- 55    (  )  

 56 and above   ( )  

6. Occupation of the Respondents 

 Not employed   ( ) 

 Employed   ( ) 

 Self-employed   ( )  

7. Estimated monthly income of the 

respondents. 

 0 to 999,999.00 

 1,000,000.00 to 4,999,999.00 

 5,000,000.00  to9,999,999.00 

 10,000,000.00  to above 

8. Where is your buying preference of Yokohama Tires?  

 Distributor   ( )   

 Dealer    ( ) 

 Retailer    ( ) 

A: The Factors Associated with psychological which influence Consumers’ 

purchase decisions  

1. Please rankhow much you agree or disagree to the below 

explanations on factors relating to psychologywhichaffects your 

buying decisions. 

Please use the following scale  

 I disagree strongly 

 I disagree 

 Neutral 

 I Agree 

 I agree strongly   
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Statements  1 2 3 4 5 

My perception towards Yokohama tires and the 

brand influences me to purchase these tires 

     

Iperceive Yokohama tires as a high quality and 

very easy to maintain. 

     

My attitude on the Yokohama brand affects my 

buying decision 

     

Shared knowledge from friends and colleagues 

influences my decision to purchase Yokohama 

tires  

     

I have got quite more than enough knowledge to 

handle Yokohama tires which makes it easy for 

me to buy these tires  

     

2. What is your opinion on Yokohama tires, is it being perceived to be 

of the high quality tires? 

Yes ( )   No ( ) 

3. If no, please explain why? 

……………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………

How do you think is the market perception of Yokohama Tires?” 

Quality 
High                                          (     ) 

Low                                           (    )                                        

Pricing 
High Price                                   (    ) 

Reasonable Price 

Durability  
Last Longer                                   (     ) 

Does not last longer                       (     )                              

Conditional 

Suitability  

Suitable for any condition               (     )          

Not suitable in some condition        (    )   
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4. In your views, do you think there some other factors relating to 

psychology which in one way or the other influences your buying 

decisions? 

…………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………… 

B: The promotion mix strategies influencing consumers’ decision making 

process 

1. Please rankhow much you agree or disagree to the below 

explanationon factors relating to promotions that affects your 

buying decisions. 

Please use the following scale  

 I disagree strongly 

 I disagree 

 Neutral 

 I Agree 

 I agree strongly   
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Statements 1 2 3 4 5 

Yokohama tires advertisement 
helped me in making decisions 

          

I saw and heard Yokohama Tyres 
advertisements on TV, Radios, 
newspapers and magazines  

          

Positive word of mouth from several 
customers did influence me to buy 
Yokohama Tires  

          

Discounted offered to regular 
customers influence my decision to 
buy Yokohama Tires 

          

Myinteraction with Yokohama Tyres 
salespeople regularly have 
developed interest in Yokohama 
Tires  

          

The salespeople visit my work area 
from time to time to tell me about 
Yokohama Tyres 

          

The direct call I normally get from 
Yokohama Tires salespeople 
convinced me to buy their Tyres  

          

I sometimes get mails for Yokohama 
Tires catalogues and brochures   

          

 

2. To what extent do you know the social media has influenced your 

decision in purchasing Yokohama tires ? 

 No influence   ( ) 

 Little Influence   ( ) 

 Moderately   ( ) 

 Great Extent    ( ) 

3. In your own views, do you think there are any other promotional 

mix strategies that influences your decisions to purchase Yokohama 

tires? 

……………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………… 
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C: The economic factors that influencing purchase decisions of Yokohama 

tires 

1. Please rankhow much you agree or disagree to the below explanation in 

relation to economic factors that affects your buying decisions. 

Please use the following scale  

 I disagree strongly 

 I disagree 

 Neutral 

 I Agree 

 I agree strongly   

 

Statement 1 2 3 4 5 

My personal income is a critical factor that 

influences my decision on the car to 

purchase.  

          

Price has played a role in  the decision I 

make while purchasing a Yokohama Tires 
          

The availability of Yokohama tires in the 

market influences my decision to buy tyres 
          

Yokohama Tyres is much more durable in 

comparison to other brands of tires in the 

market which makes prefer Yokohama 

Tyres 

          

 

2. In your own views, can you mention any other economic attributes that 

influences your decisionsto buy Yokohama tires?  

………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………… 
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D: The social cultural factors that influences buying decisions 

1. Please rankhow much you agree or disagree to the below explanationin 

relation to social cultural factors that affects your buying decisions. 

Please use the following scale  

 I disagree strongly 

 I disagree 

 Neutral 

 I agree 

 I agree strongly   

 

Statement 1 2 3 4 5 

Family is the most influential social factor 

that influences my purchase decision.  
          

My family traditions and beliefs influence 

my purchase decisions when buying a 

Tyres 

          

My spouse played a role in my decision to 

buy Yokohama tires  
          

My office mates and peer group influence 

my decision to buy Yokohama tires  
          

The value shared with Yokohama tires has 

influenced my decision to buy Yokohama 

tires  

          

My status within the society influences my 

decision to buy Yokohama tires  
          

The country of origin from which the tires 

are coming from has influenced my 

decision to buy Yokohama tires  
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2. In your own views,advise if there is any other social-cultural factors 

that influences your decisions to buy Yokohama tires. 

…………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………… 

 

3. What are the factors influencing your purchasing decision of 

Yokohama tires?  

Factor  Tick  

Level of income   

Price   

Attitude   

Advertisement   

Social influence   

Fashion   

Education/Learning   

Family life cycle   

Others if any   

 

4. If you tick others, please mention ……………………………….…………… 

 

5. What are the purchasing decision processes do you use?  

(Please tick where appropriate)  

Process   Tick   

Need recognition and the problem awareness    

Search for information   

Evaluation of the available alternatives   

Purchasing process   

Post purchase evaluation   
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APPENDIX: III 

QUESTIONNAIRES TO DML EMPLOYEES 

 

1. Name of the Employee ……………………………………………… 

2. Employee Position  

 Manager-Senior  (    ) 

 Manager    (    ) 

 Executive    (    )  

 Other employees  (    ) 

3. Gender of the respondent 

 Men  (    )     

 Women (    )  

4. Age of the respondents 

 18-25  (    )  

 26-35  (   ) 

 36-45    (   ) 

 46-55  (    ) 

 56 and above   (   )  

5. For how long have you been working this Diamond Motors Ltd? 

 0.-1Year 

 2-5 years 

 6 years and above 

6. Do you use your own ?  

 Yes   (   ) 

 No     (   ) 

7. What do you think of the consumers attitude towards Yokohama tires 

in Dar es Salaam, do they like to buy it? 

………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………… 
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A: The Psychological factors that 

influence Consumers’ buying decision  

5. Please rank your level of agreement or disagreement to the below 

explanation in relation to psychological factors that influence your 

purchase decisions. 

Please use the following scale  

 I disagree strongly 

 I disagree 

 Neutral 

 I Agree 

 I agree strongly 

Statements  1 2 3 4 5 

The perception I have towards Yokohama 

tires and the brand influences me to 

purchase these tires 

     

I perceive the quality of Yokohama tires 

to be high and very easy to maintain. 

     

The brand attitude I have on Yokohama 

brand of tires  affects my buying decision 

     

Shared knowledge from workmates, 

colleagues and also friends affects my 

decision to buy Yokohama tires  

     

I have got quite more than enough 

knowledge to handle Yokohama tires that 

somehow assist and make my decision 

making a little easier. 

     

 

6. In your own opinion do you believe Yokohama tires is perceived as 

a high quality tires? 

Yes ( )   No ( )  
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7. If no, please advise why? 

……………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………  

8. How do market perceive of Yokohama Tires?” 

Quality 
High                                                   (     ) 

Low                                                    (    )                                       

Price 
High Price                                           (    ) 

Reasonable Price                                  (     ) 

Durability  
Last longer                                          (     ) 

Does not last longer                             (     )                              

Conditional 

Suitability  

Suitable for any condition                     (     )          

Not suitable in some condition              (    )   

 

9. In your views, do you believe there are factors relating to psychology 

which in one way or the other affects your buying decisions? 

…………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………… 

B: The promotion mix strategies influencing consumers’ decision Making 

process 

4. Please rank your level of agreement or disagreement to the below 

explanations in relation to psychological factors that influence your 

purchase decisions. 

Please use the following scale  

 I disagree strongly 

 I disagree 

 Neutral 

 I Agree 

 I agree strongly   
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Statements 1 2 3 4 5 

Yokohama tires advertisement helped me in 

making decisions 
          

I saw and heard Yokohama Tyres 

advertisements on TV, Radios, newspapers 

and magazines  

          

Positive word of mouth from several 

customers did influence me to purchase 

Yokohama Tires  

          

Discounted offered to regular customers 

influence my decision to buy Yokohama 

Tires 

          

My interaction with Yokohama Tyres 

salespeople regularly have developed interest 

in Yokohama Tires  

          

The salespeople visit my work area from 

time to time to tell me about Yokohama 

Tyres 

          

The direct call I normally get from 

Yokohama Tires salespeople convinced me 

to buy their Tyres  

          

I sometimes get mails for Yokohama Tires 

catalogues and brochures   
          

 

5. To what extent do you know the social media has influenced your 

decision in purchasing Yokohama tires ? 

 No influence   ( ) 

 Little Influence   ( ) 

 Moderately   ( ) 

 Great Extent    ( ) 
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6. In your own views, do you think there are any other promotional 

mix strategies that influences your decisions to purchase Yokohama 

tires? 

……………………………………………………………………… 

C: The economic factors that influencing purchase decisions of Yokohama 

tires 

3. Please rank how much you agree or disagree to the below 

explanations on factors relating to psychology which affect your 

buying decisions. 

Please use the following scale  

 I disagree strongly 

 I disagree 

 Neutral 

 I Agree 

 I agree strongly   

Statement 1 2 3 4 5 

My personal income is a critical factor that 

influences my decision on the car to 

purchase.  

          

The Price affects my decision to buy 

Yokohama Tyres 
          

Availability of Yokohama tyres influences 

my decision to buy tyres 
          

Yokohama Tyres is much more durable 

when compared with other tires brands in 

the market which makes prefer Yokohama 

Tyres 
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4. In your own views, do you believe there are other economic factors that 

affects your buying decisions for Yokohama tires?  

………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………… 

 

D: The social cultural factors that influences buying decisions 

5. Please rank how much you agree or disagree to the below 

explanations on factors relating to social -cultural  which affect your 

buying decisions. 

Please use the following scale  

 I disagree strongly 

 I disagree 

 Neutral 

 I Agree 

 I agree strongly   

Statement 1 2 3 4 5 
Family is the most influential social 
factor that influences my purchase 
decision.  

          

My family traditions and beliefs 
influence my purchase decisions when 
buying a Tyres 

          

My spouse plays a role in helping me 
make decision when buying tires  

          

My colleagues and peer groups have a 
role to play on which type I buy  

          

The value I share with Yokohama tires 
influences my decision to buy it 

          

The status I hold in the society also play 
significant role in my decision to buy 
Yokohama tires  

          

Country of Origin of the tires influences 
my buy decision.   
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6. In your own view, do you believe to have some other factors relating to 

social cultural that influence consumer buying decisions?  

………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………… 

7. What is your Occupation?  

………………………………………………   
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APPENDIX: IV 

QUESTIONNAIRES TO DEALERS 

 

1. Name of the Dealer……………………………………………………. 

2. Location…………………………… 

3. How did you earn the dealership? 

................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................

.................................... 

4. How long you have been selling Yokohama tires? 

a. 0 to 1 Years  ( ) 

b. 2 to 5 years  ( ) 

c. Over 6 years  ( ) 

 

5. How do you think of customers in Dar es Salaam, do they like to buy 

Yokohama Tyres?  

………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………….  

 

A: The Psychological factors that 

influence Consumers’ purchase 

decisions  

10. Please rank how much you agree or disagree to the below 

explanations on factors relating to psychology that affects your 

buying decisions. 

Please use the following scale  

 I disagree strongly 

 I disagree 
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 Neutral 

 I Agree 

 I agree strongly   

 

Statements  1 2 3 4 5 

My perception towards Yokohama tires 

and the brand influences me to purchase 

these tires 

     

I perceive Yokohama tires as a high 

quality and very easy to maintain. 

     

My attitude on the Yokohama brand 

affects my buying decision 

     

Shared knowledge from friends and 

colleagues influences my decision to 

purchase Yokohama tires  

     

I have got quite more than enough 

knowledge to handle Yokohama tires 

which makes it easy for me to buy these 

tires  

     

 

2. In your own opinion do you believe Yokohama tires is perceived as 

a high quality tires? 

Yes ( )   No ( )  

3. If no, please explain your reasons. 

……………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………  
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4. How do market perceive of Yokohama Tires?” 

Quality 
High                                                   (     ) 

Low                                                    (    )                                       

Price 
High Price                                           (    ) 

Reasonable Price                                  (     ) 

Durability  
Last longer                                           (     ) 

Does not last longer                              (     )                             

Conditional 

Suitability  

Suitable for any condition                      (     )          

Not suitable in some condition               (    )   

 

 

5. In your views, do you think of any other factors relating to psychology 

that in one way or the other influences your buying decisions? 

…………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………… 

B: The promotion mix strategies influencing consumers’ decision Making 

process 

7. Please rank your level of agreement or disagreement to the below 

explanations in relation to psychological factors that influence your 

purchase decisions. 

Please use the following scale  

 I disagree strongly 

 I disagree 

 Neutral 

 I Agree 

 I agree strongly  
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Statements 1 2 3 4 5 

Yokohama tires advertisement helped me 

in making decisions 
          

I saw and heard Yokohama Tyres 

advertisements on TV, Radios, 

newspapers and magazines  

          

Positive word of mouth from several 

customers did influence me to purchase 

Yokohama Tires  

          

Discounted offered to regular customers 

influence my decision to buy Yokohama 

Tires 

          

My interaction with Yokohama Tyres 

salespeople regularly have developed 

interest in Yokohama Tires  

          

The salespeople visit my work area from 

time to time to tell me about Yokohama 

Tyres 

          

The direct call I normally get from 

Yokohama Tires salespeople convinced 

me to buy their Tyres  

          

I sometimes get mails for Yokohama 

Tires catalogues and brochures   
          

 

8. To what extent do you know the social media has influenced your 

decision in purchasing Yokohama tires ? 

 No influence   ( ) 

 Little Influence   ( ) 

 Moderately   ( ) 

 Great Extent    ( ) 
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9. In your own views, do you think there are any other promotional 

mix strategies that influences your decisions to purchase Yokohama 

tires? 

……………………………………………………………………… 

 

C: The economic factors that influencing purchase decisions of Yokohama 

tires 

6. Please rank how much you agree or disagree to the below 

explanations on factors relating to psychology which affect your 

buying decisions. 

Please use the following scale  

 I disagree strongly 

 I disagree 

 Neutral 

 I Agree 

 I agree strongly   

Statement 1 2 3 4 5 

My personal income is a critical factor that 

influences my decision on the car to 

purchase.  

          

The Price affects my decision to buy 

Yokohama Tyres 
          

Availability of Yokohama tyres influences 

my decision to buy tyres 
          

Yokohama Tyres is much more durable 

when compared with other tires brands in 

the market which makes prefer Yokohama 

Tyres 
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7. In your own views, do you believe there are other economic factors that 

affects your buying decisions for Yokohama tires?  

………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………… 

D: The social cultural factors that influences buying decisions 

8. Please rank how much you agree or disagree to the below 

explanations on factors relating to social -cultural  which affect your 

buying decisions. 

Please use the following scale  

 I disagree strongly 

 I disagree 

 Neutral 

 I Agree 

 I agree strongly   

Statement 1 2 3 4 5 
Family is the most influential social 
factor that influences my purchase 
decision.  

          

My family traditions and beliefs 
influence my purchase decisions when 
buying a Tyres 

          

My spouse plays a role in helping me 
make decision when buying tires  

          

My colleagues and peer groups have a 
role to play on which type I buy  

          

The value I share with Yokohama tires 
influences my decision to buy it 

          

The status I hold in the society also play 
significant role in my decision to buy 
Yokohama tires  

          

Country of Origin of the tires influences 
my buy decision.   
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8. In your own view, do you believe to have some other factors relating to 

social cultural that influence consumer buying decisions?  

………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………… 

 

9. What are the factors influencing your purchasing decision of 

Yokohama tires?  

Factor  Tick  

Level of income   

Price   

Attitude   

Advertisement   

Social influence   

Fashion   

Education/Learning   

Family life cycle   

Others if any   
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